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Artifact Removal in Magnetoencephalogram Background Activity with Independent Component Analysis

Javier Escudero*, Student Member, IEEE, Roberto Hornero, Member, IEEE, Daniel Abásolo, Member, IEEE, Alberto Fernández, and Miguel López, Member, IEEE

Abstract—The aim of this study was to assess whether independent component analysis (ICA) could be valuable to remove power line noise, cardiac, and ocular artifacts from magnetoencephalogram (MEG) background activity. The MEGs were recorded from 11 subjects with a 148-channel whole-head magnetometer. We used a statistical criterion to estimate the number of independent components. Then, a robust ICA algorithm decomposed the MEG epochs and several methods were applied to detect those artifacts. The whole process had been previously tested on synthetic data. We found that the line noise components could be easily detected by their frequency spectrum. In addition, the ocular artifacts could be identified by their frequency characteristics and scalp topography. Moreover, the cardiac artifact was better recognized by its skewness value than by its kurtosis one. Finally, the MEG signals were compared before and after artifact rejection to evaluate our method.

Index Terms—Artifact rejection, higher-order statistics, independent component analysis, magnetoencephalography.

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetoencephalogram (MEG) captures the neural activity with high spatial resolution by measuring the brain magnetic fields. This technique is not invasive, and it does not depend on any reference point [1]. Moreover, magnetic fields are less distorted than electric ones by the skull and the scalp [1]. However, MEG data must be recorded in magnetically shielded rooms with superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs) to reduce external noise [1].

Unfortunately, external noise is not the only undesired signal in MEG data. In these recordings, non-cerebral sources (i.e., artifacts) always appear mixed with brain signals. The artifacts could bias the analyses, since their power may be larger than that of the brain sources [2]. For instance, the cardiac artifact is usually noticeable in MEG data [3]. Ocular artifacts can also be visible in these signals [4]. Although they can be partially controlled by the subject in short data epochs, these artifacts are likelier to appear in long recordings or when the MEG is recorded from non-collaborative subjects. In addition to these artifacts, MEG data may have strong power line noise [1]. Finally, some authors have claimed that any inner source without time structure should be removed, since it provides no information about the brain activity [5].

Several methods have been used to remove artifacts from electroencephalogram (EEG) and MEG data: epoch rejection, regression techniques [6], principal component analysis (PCA) [7] or independent component analysis (ICA) [8], [9]. The simplest method to avoid artifacts in these data is epoch rejection, which discards raw data epochs highly contaminated by artifacts. However, it may produce significant data loss [10], [11]. On the other hand, electrooculogram (EOG) regression [6] is a relatively simple way to remove ocular artifacts by projecting the EOG to the EEG channels. However, this method might produce new unexpected artifacts in the data [10]. Moreover, this technique needs to record the EOG and brain data simultaneously. In contrast, PCA can be applied to reject any kind of artifact without reference signals. This technique finds orthogonal directions of greatest variance in data [12]. Thus, PCA components are uncorrelated but not necessarily independent. Unfortunately, PCA can detach artifacts from brain signals completely only when they are orthogonal to each other, their amplitudes are dissimilar, and the additive noise power is low enough [5], [11].

ICA, a method to achieve a blind source separation (BSS) [13], has been used recently in the artifact rejection problem [5], [10], [11], [14]–[16]. ICA needs neither previous information nor orthogonality between artifacts and brain signals. Furthermore, the assumptions made about the data by ICA seem to be suitable for MEG recordings [2], [10].

A major problem in this artifact rejection method is the artifact recognition. A few studies have proposed metrics to mark several artifacts, in order to make this process easier and faster for medical doctors. Kurtosis and entropy were used to identify artifacts in EEG recordings [17]. With the addition of a correlation metric to these statistics, a method to detect
various artifacts in MEG background data was developed [18]. Other approaches have been suggested. For instance, the independent components (ICs) can be sorted depending on their time structure [5] or a reference can be used to constraint the artifact extraction [19]. An extensive study about ocular artifact rejection in EEG using EOG reference channels was performed in [20], and the scalp topography was used to remove eye blink artifacts from EEG data [21]. Moreover, another open issue is how to select the number of ICs, since few statistical criteria have been used to estimate this parameter [22], [23].

In this paper, we applied a robust preprocessing to estimate the number of ICs that composed the data. Then, a robust ICA algorithm decomposed the MEG recordings. Afterward, several criteria were proposed to detect power line noise, cardiac, and ocular artifacts. The whole process had been tested on simulated data. We wanted to test if this method could remove these artifacts from MEG background activity.

II. METHODS AND SIGNALS

A. Linear mixing model and ICA algorithm

ICA may be useful in the artifact rejection problem, since it decomposes the data into ICs. These ICs can be inspected to find which are responsible for the artifacts [14], [16], [18]. The marked artifactual ICs can be removed to rebuild the signals without them. The $n$ MEG channels, $\mathbf{x}(t) = [x_1(t), \ldots, x_n(t)]^T$, are considered a linear mixture of $m$ ICs, $\mathbf{s}(t) = [s_1(t), \ldots, s_m(t)]^T$ [8], [9]:

$$\mathbf{x}(t) = \mathbf{A}\mathbf{s}(t),$$

(1)

where $m \leq n$ and $\mathbf{A}$ is a full rank $n \times m$ mixing matrix. This simplified model can be suitable if additive sensor noise is low enough [2]. However, a more realistic model may be used to consider external noise, which is modeled as an $n$-dimensional vector of additive spatially uncorrelated Gaussian noise, $\mathbf{v}(t)$ [5], [16], [18]. Thus, the model becomes:

$$\mathbf{x}(t) = \mathbf{A}\mathbf{s}(t) + \mathbf{v}(t),$$

(2)

where $\mathbf{s}(t)$, $\mathbf{x}(t)$, and $\mathbf{v}(t)$ have zero mean [8], [18].

In the BSS problem, only the observations, $\mathbf{x}(t)$, are available. Thus, $\mathbf{A}$, $\mathbf{s}(t)$, and $\mathbf{v}(t)$ are estimated from $\mathbf{x}(t)$ using ICA [9]: independent and non-Gaussian ICs, instantaneous linear mixing, and stationary data. These assumptions have been validated for EEG and MEG data in several papers (e.g., [2], [24]). Under such assumptions, the ICs can be estimated by:

$$\mathbf{y}(t) = \mathbf{W}\mathbf{x}(t) = \mathbf{W}\mathbf{A}\mathbf{s}(t) + \mathbf{w}\mathbf{v}(t),$$

(3)

where $\mathbf{y}(t) = [y_1(t), \ldots, y_m(t)]^T$ is an $m$-dimensional vector that estimates the ICs, and $\mathbf{W} = \mathbf{A}^+$ is a separation matrix (apexes “$^+$” and “$^T$” denote a pseudoinverse matrix and an estimated variable, respectively).

Since we have modeled the MEG data as a noisy mixture of ICs, the ICA algorithm must be robust to external noise. We have used the Cumulant-based Iterative Inversion (CII) algorithm [25]. This algorithm is robust in the sense that, although the data could be contaminated by external Gaussian noise, the estimated decomposition is asymptotically unbiased when calculations are carried out with enough samples (typically $\geq 5000$) [18]. Moreover, its convergence is isotropic and independent of the source distribution [25].

B. Robust preprocessing

Before the CII algorithm was applied, we preprocessed the data to reduce the problem dimensionality and to estimate $m$. This preprocessing also had to be robust to external noise.

It can be useful to apply a dimensionality reduction before ICA. Firstly, when high-density recording equipment is used, the number of macroscopic inner components may be less than the number of available channels for analysis [2], [22]. Secondly, a dimensionality reduction can sometimes be needed to avoid overfitting [10], which can lead to the extraction of meaningless ICs [2]. This is due to the fact that overfitting may occur if a too high value is assigned to $m$ [2], [9]. Finally, the dimensionality reduction helps to reduce the importance of the outer noise [22].

Usually, the preprocessing is performed by standard PCA [2], [10]. However, this approach has some drawbacks. First of all, $m$ is frequently determined by setting a power threshold on the eigenvalue spectrum of the data covariance matrix [2], [16]. However, this criterion involves some arbitrariness. Moreover, it assumes that $\mathbf{Σ}$ is close to zero, something that may not be true in un-averaged MEG data [23]. To overcome this problem, the eigenvalue spectrum may be split into a signal and a noise subspaces by a power threshold. Then, the external noise power is estimated from the noise subspace, and it is subtracted from the signal subspace [16], [18]. However, this method assumes that all MEG channels have the same noise power, and it retains the aforementioned subjectivity.

In contrast to those techniques, we used the preprocessing with noise reduction proposed in [23]: the unweighted least squares method of factor analysis (FA) [12]. This method takes into account the diagonal elements in $\mathbf{Σ}$.

Let $\hat{\mathbf{A}}_p$ be the estimated preprocessing mixing matrix that relates the preprocessed data, $\mathbf{z}(t)$, to $\mathbf{x}(t)$:

$$\mathbf{x}(t) = \hat{\mathbf{A}}_p\mathbf{z}(t) + \mathbf{v}(t),$$

(4)

and define $\mathbf{C} = \mathbf{E}\left[\mathbf{x}(t)\mathbf{x}(t)^T\right]$. $\hat{\mathbf{A}}_p$ is iteratively computed from the eigenvalue decomposition of $(\mathbf{C} - \mathbf{Σ})$, and $\mathbf{Σ}$ is also estimated as the diagonal elements of $(\mathbf{C} - \hat{\mathbf{A}}_p\hat{\mathbf{A}}_p^T)$. The full process is detailed in [23].

Once $\mathbf{Σ}$ and $\hat{\mathbf{A}}_p$, had reached stable values, we calculated
the prewhitening matrix, $Q$, as the pseudoinverse of $\hat{A}_{pr}$. Since pseudoinverse matrices are not unique, we used [22], [23]:

$$Q = (\hat{A}_{pr}^T \Phi^{-1} \hat{A}_{pr})^{-1} \hat{A}_{pr}^T \Phi^{-1}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

which considers $\Phi$.

Using $Q$, the preprocessed data are obtained by $z(t) = Qx(t)$. This method assumes that $m$ is known. However, $m$ must also be estimated blindly from the data. Considering $m \leq n$ and the number of free parameters, a bound for the integer $m$ can be found ($m_{\text{max}}$) [22], [23]. In order to determine $m$, we used a method derived from FA based on statistical model selection with information criteria. We estimated $\Phi$ and $\hat{A}_{pr}$ for each $1 \leq m \leq m_{\text{max}}$. Then, the minimum description length (MDL) was computed for each $m$ value as follows [22]:

$$MDL = \frac{1}{2} \text{tr} \left[ C(\Phi + \hat{A}_{pr} \hat{A}_{pr}^T)^{-1} \right] + \frac{1}{2} \log \det(\Phi + \hat{A}_{pr} \hat{A}_{pr}^T) \ldots + \frac{n}{2} \log(2\pi) + \frac{\log N}{N} \left[ n(m + 1) - \frac{m(m - 1)}{2} \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $N$ is the number of signal samples, and $\text{tr}(\cdot)$ denotes the trace of a matrix. Finally, the data were preprocessed with the set of $m$ and $Q$ that minimizes the MDL.

C. Artifact detection metrics

In this section, we present the metrics used to detect the considered artifacts.

1) Kurtosis and skewness to detect cardiac artifacts

Let $m_n = E \{(x - E\{x\})^n\}$ be the $n$-th central moment of an amplitude distribution. Kurtosis excess ($KrE$) and skewness ($Skw$) are defined as:

$$KrE = \frac{m_4}{(m_2)^2} - 3,$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$Skw = \frac{m_3}{(m_2)^{3/2}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$KrE$ is negative for platykurtic amplitude distributions (“flatter” than the Gaussian one). However, if the samples are highly gathered round the distribution central values, $KrE$ is positive (leptokurtic distribution) [17], [18]. In contrast, $Skw$ measures the asymmetry degree of a distribution. Only if the distribution is symmetrical, $Skw$ is zero. Thus, large $KrE$ values and abs($Skw$), where abs$(\cdot)$ denotes absolute value, are associated with leptokurtic and asymmetric ICs, which may be due to the cardiac artifact [18].

2) Ocular artifacts detection based on spectral and scalp field features

The energy of the ocular artifacts is focused on lower frequencies than in brain or cardiac signals [20]. In addition, their power is mainly gathered near the eyes [21]. Hence, the low frequency content of the ocular artifacts and their scalp distribution have already been used to help in the detection of these artifacts in EEG [20], [21]. This suggests that these criteria may be useful to reject ocular artifacts. Thus, we compute the fraction of the power spectral density (PSD) that each IC has from 0.5 Hz to 2.5 Hz ($P_{50Hz}$). To decide whether an IC may be an ocular artifact, we set a threshold, $t_{LF}$, and we mark that IC as a possible ocular artifact if $P_{LF} > t_{LF}$. In order to assure that the ICs marked by $P_{LF}$ are real ocular artifacts, we compute the IC power fraction located on the 13 frontal peripheral channels nearer to the eyes ($P_{\text{EYES}}$). Only if an IC has been marked by $P_{LF}$ and it has a $P_{\text{EYES}}$ value larger than a threshold, $t_{\text{EYES}}$, it is considered an ocular artifact.

We use a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis [26] with a leave-one-out cross-validation procedure to find the thresholds $t_{LF}$ and $t_{\text{EYES}}$. We define the sensitivity as the rate of ocular artifacts correctly classified (true positive rate), whereas the specificity represents the fraction of non-ocular ICs properly recognized (the true negative rate). The accuracy is defined as the total number of ICs precisely classified. Finally, we set the optimum threshold as the point that provides the highest accuracy.

3) Frequency recognition of the power line interference

If an IC could isolate line noise, its spectrum would be centered at the power line frequency (50 Hz). Hence, we calculate a spectral metric, $P_{50Hz}$, which measures the fraction of the PSD contained from 49.5 Hz to 50.5 Hz for each IC. Large values of $P_{50Hz}$ are due to ICs that have most of their energy round 50 Hz. Thus, we set a threshold, $t_{50Hz}$. The ICs are marked as line noise if $P_{50Hz} > t_{50Hz}$.

D. Simulated data

We used simulated data to check our method [5], [18]. These data were composed by 11 sources. Four of them (S1 to S4) were considered artifactual components, whereas the other seven (S5 to S11) simulated useful signals. These signals had the same sample frequency (169.549 Hz) and length (50 s) as the real MEG epochs described in the following subsection.

Fig. 1 depicts one example of each synthetic source. Their time plot and normalized PSD are shown. S1 corresponded to a real electrocardiogram (ECG) signal. S2 was an inner white Gaussian noise source. S3 was a real EOG, and S4 simulated power line noise (a sine wave at 50 Hz). S5 was a real MEG epoch recorded at a central position of the head. It was selected to have minimal ocular and cardiac activity. The power line noise was reduced using a Q-notch digital filter. Moreover, in order to remove any possible remainder of cardiac activity, the projection of a simultaneous ECG signal onto the MEG epoch was computed. Then, this projection was removed from S5. S6 was a 1/f noise source. Similarly to the EOG, this noise has most of its power in low frequencies. Likewise the ECG, S7 was a skewed and leptokurtic source. It was a white exponential noise source with $\lambda = 1$. Finally, S8 to S11 represented rhythmic activity. Their main frequencies were 7 Hz, 14 Hz, 21 Hz, and 28 Hz, respectively, and their
The bandwidth was 1 Hz. From these 11 source components, 52 mixed signals were created using random mixing matrixes (similarly to [18]) generated by a random Gaussian process with zero mean and standard deviation (SD) equal to one.

If the simulated artifacts (S1 to S4) and the useful sources (S5 to S11) were considered inner noise and useful signal, respectively, the inner signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was about –5.5 dB. Moreover, additive Gaussian noise was added to every mixed signal. The additive noise power was varied, and the source delay was changed in every data set. Finally, all the mixtures were filtered using the same band-pass filter applied to the real MEG data.

III. RESULTS

We applied the proposed methodology to synthetic and real MEG data. The simulated data were used to check the validity of our method and to verify that the artifacts could be suitably identified. However, the definite assessment of the artifact rejection depends only on its performance on real MEG data.

A. Simulated data

We created 500 different synthetic data sets with mean channel SNR values (the average SNR values between mixed signals and outer noise) ranging from –9.3 dB to 16.6 dB. To assess the error in the estimation of the external noise power and the number of ICs, we preprocessed every data set ten times with the methods given in [22], [23].

Let $\Psi$ be the actual covariance matrix of the outer noise added to the synthetic mixtures, and $\hat{\Psi}$ be the estimation of $\Psi$ provided by the preprocessing. The normalized error in the estimation of the external noise power ($E_{norm}$) was given by:

$$E_{norm} = \frac{\sum \text{abs}(\text{tr}(\Psi) - \text{tr}(\hat{\Psi}))}{\sum \text{tr}(\hat{\Psi})}.$$ (9)

Fig. 2(a) shows the average $E_{norm}$ values when $m$ took the values provided by the MDL metric [22]. This error was usually lower than 3.5%. Moreover, we also evaluated the performance of several methods to estimate the number of ICs ($m$). These methods were:

1) The MDL metric [22], which is denoted by “MDL.”
2) To estimate $m$ at the number of eigenvalues needed to account for a fixed fraction of the total observed variance [2], [16]. We set this fraction to 95% (“cumulative 95%”) and 99% (“cumulative 99%”).
3) To consider only the components which individually provided more than 1% of the total variance [2]. This approach was referred as “larger than 1%.”

The $m$ values estimated by every method are depicted in Fig. 2(b). The cumulative variance criteria overestimated $m$ clearly, something that could produce overfitting, leading to extract distorted ICs [2], [9]. For average channel SNR values larger than 3 dB, the MDL estimated $m$ accurately. For these SNR values, the “larger than 1%” metric failed slightly, as it assumed that the number of ICs was 9 or 10. For mean SNR values lower than 3 dB, the MDL metric underestimated $m$. This could cause that some real sources would be mixed into one or more extracted components. In contrast, when the mean

![Fig. 1. Examples of synthetic sources. S1 to S4 simulated undesired signals (S1: cardiac artifact; S2: inner white Gaussian noise; S3: ocular artifact; S4: line noise). S5 to S11 simulated “useful” signals (S5: real MEG signal with minimal artifactual activity; S6: 1/f noise; S7: inner white exponential noise; S8 to S11: rhythmic signals centered at 7 Hz, 14 Hz, 21 Hz, and 28 Hz, respectively). (a) Time plot. (b) Normalized PSD.](image-url)
channel SNR values were below 3 dB, the “larger than 1%” metric overestimated \( m \) similarly to the cumulative criteria.

Afterward, 20 synthetic data sets were preprocessed and decomposed by the CII algorithm [25]. For these data sets, the mean channel SNR was 7.32 \( \pm \) 2.96 dB (mean \( \pm \) SD). The CII algorithm did not converge in two of the 20 cases. In 15 of the 18 decomposed data sets, the cardiac, ocular, and power line artifacts were fully isolated into different ICs. In the three remaining cases, the ICs could not be completely separated, especially the cardiac artifact.

In all data sets, the line noise IC had \( P_{50Hz} \geq 0.5038 \), while the maximum \( P_{50Hz} \) value for any other IC was 0.1526. Likewise, all ocular ICs provided \( P_{LF} \geq 0.4141 \), whereas the maximum \( P_{LF} \) value for any non-ocular IC was 0.2478. Thus, the detection of these artifacts was completely satisfactory, since the \( P_{50Hz} \) and \( P_{LF} \) values for the corresponding artifactual ICs could be clearly differentiated from the values of any other IC. Finally, the abs\( (Skw) \) and \( KrE \) metrics were able to detect 15 of the 18 cardiac artifacts. Both metrics failed when the cardiac artifact was mixed with other sources.

### B. Real MEG data

Sixty-six MEG epochs of 50 s with several artifacts were selected for analysis. The CII algorithm [25] was applied to the MEG epochs with the step-size parameter set to 0.9 and maximum number of iterations limited to 2500. With these parameters, the algorithm did not converge in six of these 66 epochs. We also used values for the step-size parameter that ranged between 0.85 and 0.95, as this parameter should take values close to, but also smaller than, one [25]. However, these six cases did not converge either. Thus, the whole analysis could only be performed in 60 real MEG epochs.

#### 1) Preprocessing in real MEG data

First, we estimated the optimal \( m \) value for the 60 MEG epochs. The average \( m \) value was 30.9 \( \pm \) 6.0 ICs (mean \( \pm \) SD). Considering these \( m \) values, the preprocessing stage estimated that the external noise represented the 9.99\% \( \pm \) 14.65\% (mean \( \pm \) SD) of the total recorded energy. Thus, the average energy due to the inner sources was supposed to be the 90.01\%. As the preprocessing included a dimension reduction, only a part of the energy due to the inner components was retained by the extracted ICs. It was estimated that the extracted ICs kept the 99.27\% \( \pm \) 0.47\% (mean \( \pm \) SD) of the total inner energy.

#### 2) Artifact detection in real MEG data

Once we had preprocessed the epochs, we carried out the ICA decomposition. The estimated ICs were visually inspected in both time and frequency domains, and they were compared to the raw MEG data. By this procedure, we could classify the ICs into four groups: cardiac ICs, ocular ICs, line noise ICs, and other ICs (probably originated by the brain). In all epochs, one IC was responsible for the cardiac activity. In contrast, given the fact that MEG was recorded with eyes closed, only 21 of the 60 analyzed epochs had ocular artifacts. From these 21 MEG epochs, a total number of 36 ICs were due to ocular artifacts. Finally, 34 of the 60 MEG epochs showed line noise. In all of them, most power line noise was isolated into one IC.

\( KrE \) and \( Skw \) were calculated for each IC to detect the cardiac artifact. The IC that provided the maximum \( KrE \) or abs\( (Skw) \) among all the ICs from the same MEG epoch might be due to the cardiac artifact. Our results showed that the \( KrE \) criterion was able to correctly recognize 49 of the 60 ICs (81.67\%) that explained the cardiac signals. In most of the other 11 cases, \( KrE \) pointed to ocular ICs. On the other hand, \( Skw \) detected the cardiac artifact properly in 59 of the 60 cases (98.33\%). Fig. 3 exemplifies the cardiac artifact recognition.

We can observe that both ICs have leptokurtic amplitude distributions. In this case, the cardiac artifact has a lower \( KrE \) value (8.3735) than the other IC (9.5539). However, the larger abs\( (Skw) \) was provided by the cardiac IC (2.2677 against 1.5442). To sum up, both ICs have leptokurtic amplitude distributions, which are easily detected by \( KrE \). However, only \( Skw \) marks the cardiac artifact asymmetry.

Afterward, the proposed \( P_{LF} \) metric was used to recognize which ICs could be responsible for the ocular artifacts. In order to evaluate this metric, we analyzed the 36 ocular ICs and the 36 non-ocular-related ICs that had the largest fraction of their energy in the 0.5 Hz – 2.5 Hz band. Using the leave-one-out cross-validation ROC analysis, we found that the
average optimum threshold \( \theta_{LF} = 0.3386 \pm 0.0007 \) (mean \( \pm \) SD) provided an accuracy of 86.11\%.

However, sensitivity (the fraction of ocular ICs correctly recognized) (97.22\%) and specificity (the rate of non-ocular ICs properly detected) (75.00\%) were very dissimilar. Therefore, we used the PEYES metric to improve the classification rate for ocular artifacts, in order to avoid the nine false positives that PLF had reported.

PEYES was applied to the ICs that PLF had previously marked as possible ocular artifacts. Thus, nine non-ocular and 35 ocular ICs were analyzed with the leave-one-out cross-validation ROC method to find the optimal \( \theta_{EYES} \) value, which was 0.1721 \( \pm \) 0.0058 (mean \( \pm \) SD). By linking both metrics, we achieved an accuracy of 94.44\% in the ocular artifacts recognition: all the non-ocular ICs except one (specificity: 97.22\%) and 33 of the 36 ocular ICs (sensitivity: 91.67\%) were correctly classified. The incorrectly classified non-ocular IC had \( \theta_{LF} = 0.3763 \) and \( \theta_{EYES} = 0.1730 \).

In addition, we used the \( P_{50Hz} \) metric to assess the line noise in every IC. We could distinguish all main power line artifacts from the other ICs setting \( \theta_{50Hz} = 0.2326 \). Actually, the \( P_{50Hz} \) metric provided values larger than 0.4826 for all line noise ICs, whereas it offered values below \( \theta_{50Hz} \) for any other IC, irrespective of whether they came from MEG epochs with power line interference or not.

3) Artifact removal evaluation

First of all, Fig. 4(a) shows the example of a real MEG epoch severely contaminated by artifacts before and after BSS and artifact removal. The cardiac QRS-complexes are no longer visible. Moreover, Fig. 4(b) represents the corresponding PSDs. The brain activity spectrum has been enhanced over the ocular-related low frequencies.

Moreover, in order to assess the cardiac artifact removal, we detected QRS-waves in our data before and after the artifact rejection method using a template matching approach [27]. The mean QRS-waves are plotted in Fig. 5. The ICA-based artifact rejection has decreased the power of the QRS-waves considerably. Moreover, T-wave is no longer visible.

The ocular artifact removal was also evaluated computing the PSDs of the MEG epochs with ocular artifacts at the 13 channels included in the \( P_{EYES} \) metric before and after artifact removal. For comparison, the mean PSD of the MEG epochs that have no ocular artifacts was also computed at the same MEG channels. The low frequency ranges of these PSDs are depicted in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the low frequency energy of the ocular artifacts has been reduced.

Finally, the power line interference reduction was assessed similarly to how it was done in the ocular artifacts. The average PSD of the MEG epochs with power line noise was calculated before and after artifact removal at all channels. The mean spectra represented in Fig. 7 show that this artifact was attenuated around 17 dB.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In order to detect and remove line noise, cardiac, and ocular artifacts from MEG data, we have used an ICA-based method. This method consists of three stages:

1) A robust preprocessing [23] and a statistical criterion [22] to decide the value of \( m \).
2) A robust ICA algorithm [25] to estimate the ICs.
3) Several metrics to detect the aforementioned artifacts once they have been isolated from brain activity.

MEG data usually have redundant information at adjacent SQUIDs [2]. In addition, the main assumption made by ICA is that brain activity and artifacts are mutually independent [2]. Consequently, ICA may allow us to isolate artifacts preserving the integrity of the brain activity.

The whole method was tested on simulated data. The estimations of the additive noise power and the number of ICs were satisfactory for average channel SNRs larger than 3 dB. Moreover, the MDL metric estimated \( m \) more accurately than the PCA-subspace approaches [16], which are rather arbitrary and may produce results that depend on the shape of the eigenvalue spectrum [2]. In contrast, both problems are avoided with the technique used in this study. In addition, the detection of the artifacts simulated in synthetic data suggested that the proposed method could be useful for real MEG data.

Before the CII algorithm was applied to real data, we preprocessed the MEGs to reduce their dimensionality and to avoid overfitting problems [2]. The MDL metric [22] selected the \( m \) value for every MEG epoch automatically. From the 148 available MEG channels, the mean estimated number of ICs was 30.9 ± 6.0 (mean ± SD). With these \( m \) values, the averaged energy retained was 99.27% ± 0.47% (mean ± SD).

Some work has dealt with the cardiac artifact rejection in MEG data. In [18], the cardiac and ocular artifacts were marked by kurtosis and entropy due to their amplitude distributions. Moreover, the artifact recognition could be improved by computing the correlation between each IC and reference ECG and EOG signals. However, neither kurtosis nor entropy marked only one of these kinds of artifacts, and few MEG epochs were analyzed [18]. In [15], the cardiac artifact subspace was recognized in MEG data by studying its field map, time series, and power spectrum. In contrast, we found that Skw outperformed kurtosis in the cardiac artifact detection: Skw detected ten artifacts that KrE had missed. The reason is that, whereas KrE offers high values for leptokurtic amplitude distributions (i.e., ocular and cardiac ICs), Skw marks asymmetrical distributions, which are more typical of cardiac artifacts. In all analyzed MEG epochs, the cardiac activity was mainly isolated into only one IC. This might be due to the differences between the amplitude distribution of a typical cardiac artifact and those of other ICs. However, if there were more than one cardiac IC, our metric would only detect at most one of them.

Several studies have developed methods to remove ocular artifacts from EEGs [16], [20], [21] and MEGs [18] with BSS. Some of them are based on the ocular scalp pattern [21] or on the correlation with an EOG reference signal [18], [20]. Our approach is different. We linked two straightforward metrics that do not use any EOG reference channel. First, we found the ICs that had most of their power in low frequencies (0.5 Hz to 2.5 Hz). Then, we applied a criterion focused on the detection of which previously marked ICs had a relevant fraction of their power near the eyes. We found that, by joining both criteria, the results were improved in relation to the accuracy achieved.
using only one of them. The leave-one-out cross-validation analysis revealed a non-ocular-related IC that was classified as an ocular artifact. This kind of errors should be minimized, as possibly useful brain activity may be removed. The $P_{LF}$ and $P_{EYES}$ values for this false artifactual IC were close to the $th_{LF}$ and $th_{EYES}$ values. This suggests that this false positive may be avoided by a small increase of the $th_{LF}$ and/or $th_{EYES}$ values, although the sensitivity of the artifact detection may decrease.

The typical method to avoid line noise is to filter it in the frequency domain. However, when the line frequency overlaps the analyzed frequency band, some other approach may be needed [11]. To detect the ICs that accounted for the main power line interferences, we calculated the fraction of the PSD centered at 50 Hz. Marking as line noise artifacts the ICs with $P_{50Hz}$ values larger than a threshold, we could clearly detect all major power line ICs without removing brain activity.

In the BSS-based artifact rejection, the brain signals without artifacts are unknown. Therefore, assessing the artifact removal is not straightforward because the separation cannot be absolutely validated [2], [18]. However, the processed brain signals may be compared with the raw recordings to estimate how much artifactual activity has been removed.

In order to assess the cardiac artifact rejection, we located and averaged the QRS-complexes which appeared in MEG data before artifact removal [27]. Then, we compared them with the mean of the corresponding pieces of signal after artifact rejection. We found that the T-wave had been removed and the QRS-complex power had decreased significantly. The residual QRS-waves may be due to the fact that some extracted ICs could have small remainders of the cardiac artifact hidden by much stronger brain activity. In addition, Fig. 6 allowed us to assess the ocular artifact rejection. It can be seen that the low frequency energy related to the ocular activity has been removed from the signals. Finally, we could reduce line noise without removing brain activity. However, this artifact was not entirely rejected. The mean attenuation was about 17 dB. A previous study reported that ICA could isolate around 75% of line noise into one IC applying the extended infomax algorithm [9] to EEGs heavily contaminated by line noise at 60 Hz [11]. The dissimilar ability of both approaches to reject this artifact might be due to the different ICA algorithms applied or to the number of estimated ICs.

Our study has some limitations that merit consideration. Firstly, the sample size was small, and further analysis must be carried out with a larger number of epochs. Moreover, the use of different MEG recording equipment may influence the proposed artifact detection metrics. Secondly, we used a closed-eyes, background activity recording paradigm. This allowed us to minimize blinks and fast eye movements, but the alpha wave may rise. Moreover, the lack of a visual reference may increase low-frequency eye movements [6]. This might be useful to discern ocular ICs from brain activity, as the ocular artifacts may shift toward lower frequencies. However, our results may not be directly generalized to other settings where open-eyes recordings are needed. Moreover, brain activity might have a 1/f spectrum and be focused in frontal areas. Hence, if the subject’s brain activity had these characteristics, it might interfere with the ocular artifact recognition method. Therefore, more tests with larger and different databases are needed to further assess the performance of our method. Finally, the CII algorithm could not decompose six of the 66 MEG epochs. Although this lack of convergence limits our study, we considered that the 60 MEG epochs which could be decomposed were a large enough representative sample of the database. However, further studies with other robust BSS algorithms should be carried out to decompose those six epochs and to assess whether the artifact detection criteria depend on the BSS algorithm.

In summary, our analysis suggests that the proposed criteria could be useful to detect line noise, cardiac, and ocular artifacts after ICA has been applied to the MEGs. We found that $Skw$ detected 59 of the 60 ICs (98.33%) related to cardiac artifacts, whereas $KrE$ only marked 49 of them (81.67%). In addition, linking a power threshold on the PSD of the ICs and a criterion on their scalp field, we could identify correctly 33 of the 36 ocular (91.67%) and all the non-ocular ICs except one (97.22%). Moreover, the line noise ICs could be rejected by a metric based on the fraction of the PSD at 50 Hz. Finally, the comparison of the MEG signals before and after artifact removal showed that the proposed methods considerably reduced the power of the cardiac and ocular artifacts. Furthermore, although line noise was still present in MEG data after artifact removal, it had been attenuated about 17 dB.
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